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- National Research Council (NRC) ASISP Committee
  - ASISP: Advancing Software-Intensive Systems Producibility
  - Producibility: the capacity to design, produce, assure, and evolve software-intensive systems in a predictable manner while effectively managing risk, cost, schedule, quality, and complexity.

- Commissioned by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD)
  - ASD(R&E) focal point, with ONR support and NSF assistance

- NRC charge to committee
  - Assess national investment in relevant software research
  - Recommend improvements to DoD software practice
  - Examine needs relating to DoD software research
  - Assess research requirements relating to software producibility
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Summary: The NRC *Critical Code* report

1. **Practice** – *Enhance mission capability, agility, assurance, linking*
   - Enable incremental iterative development at arm’s length
     - Process and measurement – rethinking the practice
   - Enable architecture leadership, interlinking, flexibility
     - Architecture – “architecture ≈ strategy”
   - Enable mission assurance at scale, with rich supply chains
     - Assurance and security – evidence-based and preventive

2. **Research** – *Promote game-changers*
   - Architecture modeling and architectural analysis
   - Validation, verification, and analysis of design and code
   - Process support and economic models for assurance
   - Requirements
   - Language, modeling, code, and tools
   - Cyber-physical systems
   - Human-system interaction

3. **Leadership** – *Never relinquish the innovation lead*
   - Recognize the unboundedness of software
   - Stay ahead in assurance *(cf. DSB’07)*
   - Sustain innovation and ecosystem lead

**Challenge issues**
- Technology leadership focal point
- Smart customer: inside expertise
- Accelerate the pipeline
Software has a critical role for DoD

- Mission capability embodied in software has become a unique source of strategic and military advantage
  - Multiple DSB, NRC studies:
    - At the core of the ability to achieve integration and maintain mission agility is the ability of the DoD to produce and evolve **software**.
  - Critical code:
    - Software has become essential to a vast range of military system capabilities and operations.
      - Its role is deepening and broadening

- Roles for software:
  - Manifesting functional **capability**
  - **Interlinking** diverse system elements
  - Enabling mission **agility**
  - Systems **development**, including M&S

- Rapid growth in extent and criticality
Software has broad economic significance

- **Software is a principal building material for business and infrastructure**
  - Software is now a *strategic source of competitive advantage* in sectors ranging from financial services and health care to telecom, logistics, transportation, entertainment, and utilities.
  - Software is a key building material for national infrastructure.

- **Disproportionate benefits from software in economic growth**
  - ICT industries since 1995
    - ICT drives 20-15% of economic growth is US and Europe
    - ICT drives 40% of the productivity increase in Europe
  - *Most software development is outside the ICT sector*
    - ICT sector 3% of US GDP, 5% European GDP
Risks come with the benefits, 1

- **Benefits and risks**
  - *Benefit: Interlinking of systems*
    - *Risks for DoD:* Magnitude of failures, cascading failures, security challenges
  - *Benefit: Direct interaction by users*
    - *Risks for DoD:* More individuals can take actions with high consequence
  - *Benefit: Immediate enactment*
    - *Risks for DoD:* Failures and compromises can occur inside human decision loops
  - *Benefit: Rapid growth in capability and flexibility*
    - *Risks for DoD:* Early development and validation for architecture must be emphasized in the process
    - *Risks for DoD:* Assurance practices and tools must advance commensurably, including incremental certification and recertification
Benefits and risks

- **Benefit: Rich supply-chain structure and geography**
  - **Risks for DoD:** Supply-chain attacks, potential for self-damaging over-reaction (provenance, ecosystems denial)

- **Benefit: Modularization and rapid development**
  - **Risks for DoD:** Broad component interfaces with complex rules of engagement, assurance difficulties

- **Benefit: Rich variety of accepted software ecosystems**
  - Ecosystem: conventional structure of infrastructural elements and services that are intended to be combined in a patterned way.
  - Web services stacks, iOS, Android, LAMP stack, AUTOSAR, SCADA and controls, ERP/SCM/CRM infrastructure, network
  - **Risks for DoD:** Supply chain attacks, difficulties with externalities and adoption, difficulties with enhanced compliance practices
Software is not “maturing to a plateau”

The tide of abstraction continues to rise

1958.

10   DO 11 I = 1, 10
11   A(I) = I*N(I)
Software is not “maturing to a plateau”

- **The myth of the plateau**
  - We are not at a plateau or near a plateau in overall software capability or technology for software producibility

- **Software has intrinsic unboundedness**
  - Few physical limits on scale and complexity
  - Only human intellectual limits and mathematical limits on algorithms
  - New software-manifest capabilities continue to emerge
    - Order-of-magnitude leaps – constant disruption
  - Enabled by a steady pace of technological breakthroughs
    - Models, languages, tools, and practices
  - Leveraged through software ecosystems and infrastructure

- The software story is just beginning….
Software is not “maturing to a plateau”

- The myth of the plateau
  - We are not at a plateau or near a plateau in overall software capability or technology for software producibility.

- DoD has a critical role in assuring its software future
  - *DoD cannot rely on industry alone* to address the long-term software challenges particular to defense.
    - *DoD’s needs will not be sufficiently met* through a combination of demand-pull from the military and technology-push from the defense or commercial IT sectors.
  - *DoD must take immediate action* to reinvigorate its investment in software producibility research.
    - Undertake research programs in seven identified areas
    - ASD(R&E) should regularly undertake an identification of areas of technological need related to software producibility where the DoD has “leading demand” and where accelerated progress is needed.
Further consequences of unboundedness

- Software engineering and other engineering
  - A relatively much larger portion of overall software engineering effort is creating innovative functionalities, as compared with other engineering disciplines
    - Hence: Higher levels of engineering risk
    - Hence: Greater need to decouple engineering risk from program risk

- Sustaining capability
  - Mere presence as a software user requires keeping pace with rapid ongoing innovation and improvement to practices

- The imperative for software leadership
  - There is strategic value to DoD in the US sustaining its leadership in software producibility -- compared with other industries that have moved offshore
1. DoD software producibility challenges are predominantly challenges of management and process but not of technology.

2a. DoD and contractors can rely on industry to innovate at a rate fast enough to solve the DoD’s hard technical problems and to stay ahead of its adversaries.

2b. Regardless, there is sufficient software research already underway through NSF and other sponsors.

3. Software technology is approaching a plateau, which diminishes the benefit from investing in technology innovation.
Deliberation and challenges – Software Myths

- Long-standing **incorrect folklore** regarding defense software producibility *(digested from the report)*

4. We will **never create perfectly reliable and secure** software, so we should focus primarily on provenance—trusted sources—rather than attempting to achieve assurance directly.

5. **Earned value management** approaches based on code accumulation are a sufficient basis for managing software development programs, including incremental iterative development.
PITAC 1999:

Finding: The Nation is underinvesting in fundamental software research.

Recommendation: Make fundamental software research one of the Nation's highest R&D priorities.
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Incremental and iterative software development practices

- **Innovative engineering does not necessarily entail increased programmatic risk**
  - The decoupling is achieved through **incremental identification and mitigation of engineering uncertainties**.
    - Incremental Iterative Development (IID)
  - For defense software, the **uncertainties** relate to (1) unprecedented concepts, (2) scale and interlinking, (3) software in systems engineering, and (4) arm’s-length contractor relationships.

- **Conclusions regarding enablers of IID**
  - Improved **measurement** capability for the attributes that matter
    - Supported by **accumulation of high-quality data** regarding project management experience and technology choices.
  - Extensions to **earned value management models**
    - Including evidence of feasibility and time-certain development.
  - Supplementing the prescription of DoDI 5000.02
    - Better support for ongoing management of engineering risks
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Chapter 3 of the report
Assert architecture leadership

- **Architecture** has a pivotal role in complex innovative systems:
  - Embodiment of planning for **flexibility**—defining and encapsulating areas where innovation/change are anticipated—and hence agility.
  - Determiner of **quality attributes**—security, performance, resilience, etc.
  - Enabler for **product lines** (time and space) and **interlinking** of systems and **SoS / COE / net-centric / ULS** structures generally.

- **DoD needs to play an active role in software architecture.**
  - Software architecture
    - Definition: The structure or structures of the system, which comprise software components, the externally visible properties of those components, and the relationships among them.
    - Good architecture entails a minimum of engineering commitment that yields maximum value.
    - Architecture includes the earliest and often most important design decisions – those that are most difficult to change later.
Assert architecture leadership

- Architecture and requirements for innovative systems
  - Consideration of architecture and quality attributes may best precede commitment to specific functionality.
  - Architecture is profoundly influenced by precedent
    - Small changes can open and close opportunities to exploit rich ecosystems, greatly influencing cost, risk, and supply chain structure
  - Architecture design is an engineering activity that is separate from ecosystems certification and other standards-related policy setting.

- Conclusions regarding architecture
  - An early focus on architecture is essential for systems with innovative functional or quality requirements.
  - Architecture practice, as seen in industry, is sufficiently mature for DoD to adopt
  - Follow architecture-driven acquisition strategies
    - Support early and continuous validation of architectural decisions
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Chapter 2 of the report
There is insufficient DoD-aligned software expertise

- Conclusions regarding DoD-aligned expertise
  - The DoD has a **growing need** for software expertise
    - It is not able to meet this need through intrinsic DoD resources.
    - Nor is it able to fully outsource this requirement to DoD primes.
  - The **DoD needs to be a smart software customer**
    - Particularly for large-scale innovative software-intensive projects.

- No recommendation offered
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Chapter 4 of the report
Adopt a strategic approach to software assurance

- Finding from DSB2007, reiterated in Critical Code
  - It is an essential requirement that the United States maintain advanced capability for “test and evaluation” of IT products. Reputation-based or trust-based credentialing of software (“provenance”) needs to be augmented by direct, artifact-focused means to support acceptance evaluation.

- Assurance challenges
  - Inadequate + costly legacy approaches (inspection, sampled tests)
  - Newly rich and globally diverse supply chains, with arms-length relationships
  - Assurance requirements can dramatically limit systems capability
  - High consequences due to roles in war-fighting and protection of lives and assets
  - Failure to maintain a lead in assurance confers advantage to adversaries

- Assurance opportunities
  - Technical advances and potential for preventive/evaluative practices
    - Evidence production
    - Architecture analysis
  - Isolation / encapsulation
  - Configuration management

- Conclusion
  - DoD must directly foster advanced software practice and tools for highly assured high capability systems -- nobody is doing this for DoD
Hidden malware in offshore products raises concerns

By Mark Willoughby
September 15, 2003 12:00 PM ET

The extreme difficulty in discovering back doors hidden deep within a complex application, buried among numerous modules developed offshore in a global software marketplace, is forcing those assigned to protect sensitive national security information to take defensive actions.

The threat of hidden Trojan horses and back doors surfaced this summer when the governments of the U.S. and China announced plans to strengthen national security policies covering information processed by applications written in the global software marketplace. The private sector joined the fray with the August announcement of the File Signature Database, which will use hash values to protect software integrity from malicious additions (see story).

The National Security Agency's information assurance director, Daniel Wolf, in testimony before the House Select Committee on Homeland Security's cybersecurity subcommittee in July, called for a federal lab
“Foreign influence” on software – DSB 2007

- Provenance is a poor surrogate for direct evaluation
- We need to be better at understanding our own code

RECOMMENDATION: DoD should provide incentives to industry to produce higher quality code.

There will never be a single set of best practices, testing tools, methodologies, or development process that works for all vendors -- nor is that desirable, since

Promote the Use of Automated Tools in Product Development

Tools for the detection of vulnerabilities continue to improve and proliferate. Different vendors will choose to use different tools; no one tool is right for every company. The DoD may well have an interest in determining how good the tools are that vendors use, but DoD should not be in the position of dictating particular
Challenges of software assurance

- Current technical approaches to software assurance are inadequate.
  - **Assurance**
    - *Definition: Human judgment regarding functional and quality attributes (reliability, safety, security, etc.)*
  - Current technical approaches need to be augmented
    - **Costs** range from 30-50% for typical major projects
    - **Recertification** is very costly
    - Conventional testing and inspection techniques are inadequate for modern software-intensive systems development
  - Cannot be achieved entirely through *post hoc* acceptance evaluation
    - Quality and security are **designed and built in**, not “tested in”
    - **Not analogous** to reliability models for physical systems
There is progress in assurance practices and tools

- **Conclusions for assurance**
  - Assurance is facilitated by recent advances in **diverse aspects** of software engineering practice and technology.
    - Modeling, analysis, tools and environments, traceability, programming languages, and process support.
  - **Early** engineering choices strongly influence feasibility of achieving high assurance.
    - Successful approaches involve a diverse set of evaluative and preventive techniques
  - New models support the **simultaneous** creation of assurance-related **evidence** with ongoing development effort
    - Create and sustain **chains of evidence** that link software-related artifacts including design, functional and quality-attribute requirements, code, test cases, inspection reports, analysis, simulation, models, etc.
  - Institute effective **incentives** for preventive software assurance practices and production of evidence across the lifecycle.
    - Do this throughout the supply chain
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Chapter 5 of the report
Reinvigorate DoD software engineering research

- Focus research effort in seven technology areas that directly enable producibility improvements

1. **Architecture modeling and architectural analysis**
   
   Goals:
   
   (1) Early validation for architecture decisions
   (2) Architecture-aware systems management
   - Including: Rich supply chains, ecosystems, and infrastructure
   (3) Component-based development
   - Including: Architectural designs for particular domains.

2. **Validation, verification, and analysis of design and code**

   Goals:
   
   (1) Effective evaluation for critical quality attributes
   (2) Components in large heterogeneous systems
   (3) Preventive methods to achieve assurance
   - Including: Process improvement, architectural building blocks, programming languages, coding practice, etc.

3. **Process support and economic models for assurance**

   Goals:
   
   (1) Enhanced process support for assured software development
   (2) Models for evidence production in software supply chains
   (3) Application of economic principles to process decision-making

continued...
Focus research effort in seven technology areas that directly enable producibility improvements

4. Requirements
   Goals:
   (1) Expressive models, supporting tools for functional and quality attributes
   (2) Improved support for traceability and early validation

5. Language, modeling, coding, and tools
   Goals:
   (1) Expressive programming languages for emerging challenges
   (2) Exploit modern concurrency: shared-memory and scalable distributed
   (3) Developer productivity for new development and evolution

6. Cyber-physical systems
   Goals:
   (1) New conventional architectures for control systems
   (2) Improved architectures for embedded applications

7. Human-system interaction
   Goal:
   (1) Engineering practices for systems in which humans play critical roles
   (This area is elaborated in another NRC report)
Considerations in identifying research topic areas

(1) **Significant potential value** for DoD software producibility
   - Process and measurement, architecture, and assurance (chapters 2, 3, 4)

(2) **Feasible progress** in a well-managed research program
   - Well-managed with respect to “Heilmeier Questions”
   - There is past success in software research, now well documented

(3) **Not addressed sufficiently** by other federal agencies
   - Primarily other NITRD-coordinated agencies

(4) **Might not otherwise develop** at a sufficient pace
   - In industry or through research sponsored elsewhere
Software engineering research revisited

- **Challenges and success influences**
  - Software engineering is **maturing as a research discipline**.
    - Improved research methods and lower risk in technology transition
    - Data-rich environment
    - Facilitating more satisfactory responses to the Heilmeier Questions
  - **Diffusion pathways** are complex, with variability of timescale.
    - Some results can readily transfer to DoD practice
    - Others, often most significant, take longer and are more indirect
  - Novelty is often more about **timeliness**.
    - Readiness (infrastructure, exponentials) rather than technical novelty
    - What are ideas whose time has come? (E.g., thin/rich client, utility/cloud)
  - We can accept non-quantitative means to **assess progress**.
    - Often focus of research is on developing such measures
    - *Example*: how to quantify the benefits of strong typing?
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Summary: The NRC *Critical Code* report

1. **Practice** – *Enhance mission capability, agility, assurance, linking*
   - Enable incremental iterative development at arm’s length
     - Process and measurement – rethinking the practice
   - Enable architecture leadership, interlinking, flexibility
     - Architecture – “architecture ≈ strategy”
   - Enable mission assurance at scale, with rich supply chains
     - Assurance and security – evidence-based and preventive

2. **Research** – *Promote game-changers*
   - Architecture modeling and architectural analysis
   - Validation, verification, and analysis of design and code
   - Process support and economic models for assurance
   - Requirements
   - Language, modeling, code, and tools
   - Cyber-physical systems
   - Human-system interaction

3. **Leadership** – *Never relinquish the innovation lead*
   - Recognize the unboundedness of software
   - Stay ahead in assurance (cf. DSB’07)
   - Sustain innovation and ecosystem lead

**Challenge issues**
- Technology leadership focal point
- Smart customer: inside expertise
- Accelerate the pipeline